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Abstract. The visual information in scientific could play an important
role, but few bibliometric studies investigate it. In order to emphasize
the importance of the visual aspect of scholarly communication, a new
field called viziometrics is recently proposed. This paper presents an on-
going project for a case study of viziometrics where we focus on western
blots within Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) literature. We first develop a com-
puter vision method to detect western blots from the images of figures.
Then we extract thousands of western blots from AD papers and show
a preliminary analysis.
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1 Introduction
Scientific papers use figures in order to efficiently demonstrate the findings. The
visual information is much easier for humans to understand than textual in-
formation and thus could play a more important role than texts. The visual
aspects of scholarly articles are relatively less explored than texts and citations,
but recent studies proposed to explore “the organization and presentation of
visual information in the scientific literature” [8, 5]. They call it viziometrics,
which is to emphasize the study of visual information in scholarly articles with
the similar goal of bibliometrics. These studies investigate general biomedical
fields in an aggregated way and only consider general types of figures such as
tables, diagrams, photos, and plots. In contrast, the purpose of this study is
to investigate how a scientific community uses a specific type of figure. We be-
lieve that narrowing down the focus will result in an interesting discovery on
the role of visual information, providing a novel case study on viziometrics. For
example, papers in information science could represent results of topic model-
ing algorithm with intuitive diagrams wheres papers in computer science might
prefer to use tables with quantitative metrics when presenting the results of the
same algorithm, which would be a specific instance of (visual) “cultural norms
for publication” [8].
2In this study, we analyze western blots from Alzheimers Disease (AD) pa-
pers. AD is a neurodegenerative disorder, which is specific enough to fit the
purpose of our study, and also has been a target of bibliometric studies due to
its societal impact and the large volume of the related papers [1, 7, 10]. In fact,
just searching Alzheimer’s Disease in PubMed gives more than 10,000 papers.
However, previous work only uses citations and texts, and have not explored
visual information. We particularly focus on the western blot (an example is
shown in Figure 1), which is a widely used for analyzing the protein expression
in the biomedical domain. In fact, our study shows that 37% of the AD papers
contain western blots. This fact indicates that the western blot fits our purpose
because it is a widely used domain specific figure that can be used in various
contexts, whose different usages could constitute latent visual cultures that is
not discovered yet.
This study requires a computer vision algorithm to detect western blots from
large numbers of figures extracted from AD papers. The state-of-the-art com-
puter vision is supported by deep learning [6], but it requires thousands or mil-
lions of annotated images, which is a challenge for us. We address the challenge
using a machine learning framework called transfer learning [12], and are able
to build a high-performance western blot recognition algorithm while we pre-
pare only a thousand training images. We released a easy-to-use python code1
to recognize western blots in order to facilitate more research in viziometrics.
This paper describes an ongoing project of a viziometrics case study: reveal-
ing the role of western blots within AD papers. We first explain our approach for
developing the western blot recognition algorithm using computer vision tech-
niques (§2). Then we report how we collect western blots from AD papers (§3).
We finally discuss preliminary results and the future directions (§4).
Fig. 1. An example of Western Blots
2 Western Blot Recognition Method
We adopt a machine learning approach and train a deep convolutional neural
network called ResNet50 [4] to classify western blots or not given an image
of a figure. It requires training images (i.e., figures labeled western blots or
not), which we collect from a publicly available dataset of biomedical figures
[3]. We manually investigate the images labeled as Chromatography and obtain
544 western blots. We also obtain random 544 figures that are not western blot,
and use them as negative training data. From the total 1,088 images, we train
1 The code is available from: https://github.com/apple2373/western_recognize
3ResNet50 using 762 randomly sampled images (i.e., training set), and evaluate
the performance using the remaining 326 images (i.e., test set). Each set has
the same number of western blots and figures of non western blot. A challenge
is, the number of images is much smaller than the number that is typically
required for training neural networks [6]. We overcome the challenge by a transfer
learning approach introduced in [12] using ImageNet [9]. That is, we first train
general classification model using 1.2 million images, and then reuse the learned
parameters as the initial parameters for training western blot classifier. This gives
the classification accuracy of 97.1%. We implement the method using python
and open sourced the resulted classifier1, hoping to foster more research in this
domain.
3 Western Blot Extraction from AD Literature
We first obtain PDFs of AD papers, and extract figures from them. We retrieve
110,321 PDFs of the papers published in 2007-2016 from the PubMed Central
using the search words of “Alzheimer’s Disease”. From these PDFs, we extract
415,683 figures using PDFFigures [2]. Some of the figures are compound figures
(i.e., a figure comprised of multiple figures), so we decomposed into individual
figures using a compound figure separation tool [11], and obtain 1,208,663 fig-
ures. From them, 168,490 western blots are identified using the computer vision
method described in § 2.
4 Preliminary Results and Discussion
Our final goal is to reveal the role of western blots within AD papers. We first
discover that 40,904 papers which are 37% of the AD-related publications we
collected, evidencing that western blots are one of the fundamental figures used
in AD research papers. Then, in this preliminary study, we focus on a simple
question: When western blots are used in AD papers? To answer the question, we
use journals where papers are published, and Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)
terms, which are the keywords given to papers.
We select major journals by only using ones that have at least 1,000 pa-
pers and compute the proportion of papers that have western blots for each
journal. The results are are Journal of Biological Chemistry : 83%, Journal of
Neuroscience: 72%, Scientific Reports: 58% , PLOS ONE : 53%, Proceedings of
the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS): 49%, and NeuroImage: 30%. This
suggests that the western blots are often used in biological chemistry and neuro-
science but not so often in neuroimaging research. We also see that almost 50%
of AD papers published in general journals such as PLOS ONE have western
blots. This is another evidence that western blot is an important figure in AD
research.
We first tried the similar approach for MeSH terms but it did not work well
because top frequent terms are too general (e.g, Humans) and not so informative.
The similar issue is also reported in the previous study where manual selection
4of MeSH terms is performed [7]. In this preliminary work, we use correlation
coefficients between the appearance of western blot and the appearance of each
MeSH term, based on the hypothesis that general terms tend to appear in papers
with a variety of topics, making the coefficients nearly zero. The top five posi-
tively correlating MeSH terms are Mice, Animals, Cells(Cultured), Mice(Inbred
C57B), and Rats. This indicates that western blots might often be used in the
research involving experiments with mice/rats.
We, of course, do not claim that the results with MeSH terms and simple
correlations are enough. We would like to identify more precise contexts where
western blots are used. They could be the sentences and paragraphs where west-
ern blots are pointed and presented with their interpretations. Investigating these
contexts would distinguish the multiple contexts that depend on the arguments
where the authors would like to present. Moreover, we would like to answer
more interesting questions such as; What kind of figures are frequently used
with western blots? (i.e., co-figure analysis).
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